
BGEN COMMITTEE MEETING  17 March  2017 11.30am Queensland, 12noon South Australia, 

12.30pm Eastern Australian Daylight Saving time, 2.30pm Auckland Daylight Saving Time. 

Attendance: Julia Watson (Auckland), Ngarie Gilliagan (Brisbane), Michael Connor (Wollongong), 

Aaron Harrison (South Australia),  

Apologizes: Jo Fyfe (Melbourne), Stephen Speer (Canberra), Eamonn Flannagan (BGANZ Secretariat), 

Dale Arvidsson (Brisbane). 

Agenda: 

1.   BGEN Stream for the Congress in Adelaide: Julia and Ngarie have been in contact 

with John Sandham about the BGEN involvement in the congress. The Congress organisers had 

agreed to a special two hour slot for Workshop/meeting for BGEN, together with opportunities to 

present papers, workshops as part of the main program. The committee discuss general outline for 

the two hour session. This could begin with a speed intro session, with tight time restrictions (max 30 

seconds, 25 words) to allow all participants to take part, and to let the group know who they are, 

where they are from etc. This would be followed by working in small groups-sharing 

project/program ideas and experiences, then sharing with the whole group. There would also be an 

opportunity to show resources and share via display tables and pictures. Hopefully this could be set 

up for most of the Congress. We are also planning to fit in a 30-45 min presentation/activity from 

Aaron and the Adelaide team to take us through hands on activities in the kitchen garden.   

Julia also suggested that we produce a brief 10-15 minute presentation about BGEN for the 

Congress.  We have asked that this is included in the early part of the Congress to the whole 

gathering so that we can promote the workshop. This talk would be a simple power point that can 

be presented by any member of the committee at the Congress, and could be used by any member 

of BGEN to explain what the group is about. 

A Reminder-The theme of the Congress, Preservation, Exploring and Adapting, with the Role and 

Identity stream Renascence to now, will be particularly relevant to BG educators. So get your 

abstracts in, see Aaron if you’re having trouble submitting them.      

2. BGEN Website & Wordpress: ( see wordpress roster). AS we aim to showcase the wordpress 

sites at the Congress, so we need to increase the number of contributions, so check the roster and 

get those profiles and pictures in. The post only has to be brief and could be as simple as a picture 

with a few explanatory words.  It could be an overview of a program, event or activity. It could 

concentrate on an approach or even a single detail. You are welcome to include a detailed report on 

a program that you have been working on.  Variety is the key to the site-detailed to fun and light. 

Julia and Michael are up first and we’ll try to keep this as an agenda item for each meeting.   

4. Around the Traps: Michael talked briefly about teaching a university group this week in 

torrential rain and gained a great deal of sympathy from the rest of the meeting who had all avoided 

such a miss-adventure. He also raised the issue of Garden Open Day. He will be working with the 

education team to create a Living Classroom (more details next meeting). As it turns out most of the 

members will be involved in activities in their Gardens on this day. Ngarie will be working on a 

number of programs that day and has had a very busy time lately, with a number of successful 

programs/events Pollen Power (creating own pollen and flower crafts), Bush Tucker Trails, No Dig 



Gardens, Shakespeare Youth Week and Cooking in the Garden. Aaron will also be busy on Garden 

Open day, held at Wittunga Garden in Blackwood, part of Mount Lofty BG in partnership with Nature 

Play. He is also preparing for World Environment day in the Gardens a program for 3,000 school 

students, and is considering including this as part of his post. Julia is gearing up for a large education 

event called Eye on Nature which is hosted on site. It involves over 35 partners, 1500 school children 

over three days and a family day on the weekend that attracts over 10 000 people. 

. 

Next meeting 21st April 

 


